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The Giro d’Italia is over.
The UAE Team Emirates
took the 9th place
overall in the teams
classification
Simone Mitchell, Colnago UK sponsored
triathlete, took the second place overall
in Lanzarote Ironman, “the toughest
Ironman in the world”

Elisa Longo Borghini escapes to second
place in final Emakumeen Bira stage
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The Giro d’Italia is over. The UAE Team Emirates took
the 9th place overall in the teams classification.
Best rider Valerio Conti in 24th position.
Next races Hammer Limburg
in the Netherlands (01-03/06/18),
GP Lugano (03/06/18)
and GP Gippingen (07/06/18).

Simone Mitchell, Colnago UK sponsored triathlete,
took the second place overall in Lanzarote Ironman,
“the toughest Ironman in the world”. Some words
from her Instagram profile (simone_s_mitchell)
“Ironman Lanzarote you did not disappoint!! Taking the overall AG win and placing 2nd overall
behind the incredible Lucy Gossage. What a course @clublasanta such an amazing iconic race,
loved every minute of it! A dream race to come
back into full distance racing after 4years. Although it’s the legs that are done in today it goes
without saying there’s so much more behind the
scenes who’s hard work goes into helping these
legs work to their potential. My training buddies.
You know who you guys are! Looking forward to
putting in the next block of grind! Nick Anderson
@runningwithus I reckon we can set the bar higher. My amazing husband @olliemitchell7 you
deserve the trophy for putting up with me with
such grace and patience, what would I do without
you!!!!? Probably walk into a door before I even

follow
colnago_triathlon_official
on Instagram

step out of bed! Or set the room alight morning of
race day trying to cook toast and wake everyone
up at 4am. Standard! Dr Andy Kirkland the coach
of all coaches, this one was for you!! Credit is all
yours Mr. I used to hate numbers... but now I think
il join the geek club.. It’s waaaaay cooler. Massive
welldone to everyone who raced.. very impressive! Special thanks to @colnagoworlduk

Elisa Longo Borghini
escapes to second place
in final Emakumeen
Bira stage

Wiggle High5 Pro Cycling’s Elisa Longo Borghini took
second place in the fourth and final stage of the
Emakumeen Bira, in Iuretta, in the Spanish Basque
Country, after escaping in the second half of the
mountainous 120km race. The Italian Champion jumped away from a select group, in pursuit of lone
breakaway Amanda Spratt (Mitchelton-Scott), and
was joined by Olga Zabelinskaya (Cogeas-Mettler).
The two of them were unable to catch stage-winner
Spratt, but the Longo Borghini was able to outsprint
the Russian on the line. Longo Borghini’s second place
also meant that she was able to take almost a minute in the general classification and rise to fifth in the
final standings.
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